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The USEI disposal facility is a Subtitle C Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 

hazardous waste treatment and disposal facility permitted by the State of Idaho and located 

near Grand View, Idaho. The USEI site is located in the Owyhee Desert of southwestern Idaho. 
It is at the end of Lemley Road, approximately 17 kilometers (10.5 miles) northwest of Grand 

View, Owyhee County, Idaho. Grand View has a population of approximately 340. Owyhee 
County is a ranching and agricultural area of approximately 19,900 square kilometers (7,678 

square miles). The county is sparsely populated, with an average population of 0.5 people per 

square kilometers (1.4 people per square mile) (American Geotechnics, 2006). 

This region has an arid climate. The USEI site is located on a 1.6 kilometers (1 mile) wide 

plateau. Maximum surface relief on the facility is 27 m {90 feet) and the mean surface elevation 

is 790 m (2,600 feet) above sea level. The nearest residence is 1.6 kilometers (1 mile) southwest 

of the site. There are no other land uses in the immediate vicinity of the site. 

USEI has been granted several site-specific §30.11 byproduct material and §70.17 SNM 

exemptions from the NRC and Agreement States for purposes of disposal of various licensee 

waste streams. The operational performance characteristics of the USEI site have been 
reviewed by the NRC and determined to be protective within the NRC's "less than a few 

millirem per year" policy for ADRs first stated in NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2004-08, 

"Results of the License Termination Rule Analysis," dated May 28, 2004 (NRC, 2004) and 
reaffirmed in SECY-07-0060 (NRC, 2007). A detailed description of the USEI facility is provided 

in Attachment A. 

3.0 SSDA METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Dose Evaluations 

The dose equivalent for a Maximally Exposed Individual (MEI) is evaluated to ensure that it is 

consistent with the NRC standard of a "few millirem per year" to a member of the public for 

each §20.2002 ADR. All transportation and disposal workers considered to be members of the 

public are potential MEls if they come in contact with any radioactive waste shipments under a 

§20.2002 to the USEI site. Although USEI is permitted under Idaho law to accept certain types 

of radioactive materials for treatment and disposal, is not licensed by the US NRC or an 
Agreement State. Therefore all landfill workers are defined as members of the public for 

purposes of these ADR submittals. 

Doses to workers and drivers are calculated by modeling various activities to estimate internal 

and exposure dose rates from acute exposure. External dose estimates are performed using 

the Microshield ® software code, (Ver. 7.02) with standard geometries for the pathways 

required. Details of the pathways are discussed later in this document. Internal dose 
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calculations from handling activities assume a portion of the radioactivity in the waste materials 

is re-suspended and available for inhalation. Dose conversion factors (DCF) from Federal 

Guidance Report 11 (FGR 11, Ref 3) are applied to calculate dose rates for various handling and 

disposal activities. All USEI employees who work with any hazardous materials are required to 

participate in an Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) compliant respiratory 

protection program. Although respiratory protection is required for the above specified 

workers, no credit for protection factors is taken for USEI workers in these dose assessments. 

Post-closure exposure to a potential future resident and an inadvertent intruder are also 

evaluated. Post closure doses are estimated using the RESRAD Onsite computer code (ver. 7.0) 

with USEI site-specific input parameters that have been accepted by the Idaho Department of 

Environmental Quality (IDEQ) as part of the Site B RCRA Permit (Ref 4). USEI has developed a 

site-specific RESRAD model that reflects parameters and characteristics of the Grand View 

facility used in lieu of certain RESRAD default values. A summary of RESRAD model input 

parameters are provided in Attachment C. Doses to an inadvertent intruder are performed 
using the methodology in NUREG-0782 (NRC, 1981) along with updated dose conversion factors 

published in NUREG/CR-4370 (NRC, 1986). 
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There are three worksheet tabs that calculate postulated doses from future inadvertent 

intruders at the USEI site after all institutional controls have been removed. These tabs 

evaluate doses for the Construction Scenario, Well Driller Scenario, and Driller Occupancy 

scenarios as defined in NUREG-0782, Appendix G and NUREG/CR-4370, Volume 1. Details 
pertaining to all three scenarios are provided below. 

• Intruder Construction Scenario - An inadvertent intruder may excavate or construct a 
building on a disposal site following a breakdown in institutional controls. Under these 

circumstances, dust will be generated from the application of mechanical forces to the 
surface materials (soil, rock) through tools and implements (wheels, blades) that 

pulverize and abrade these materials. The dust particles generated may be then 

entrained by localized turbulent air currents and can thus become available for 

inhalation by the intruder. The intruder may also be exposed to direct gamma radiation 

resulting from airborne particulates and by working directly in the waste-soil mixture. 
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The Construction Worker scenario uses the Air Uptake and Direct Gamma Exposure 
pathways to estimate a total dose to the intruder. 

• Intruder Well Drilling Scenario - An intruder accesses the site and develops a well. The 
intruder is exposed to contaminated drill cuttings spread over the ground surface and 

contaminated airborne dust. The scenario presented in NUREG 4370 was modified to 
exclude consideration of exposure to cuttings in a mud pit due to the standard practices 

in the area around the waste site. The assumption that drill cuttings are spread over the 

ground will result in higher dose estimates than if the cuttings were assumed to be in a 

mud pit because of the decrease in the shielding factor. The driller is assumed to work 

on site for a period of 40 hrs and it is assumed that the contaminated layer is drilled 

through in 8 hrs. As such, the driller is assumed to be exposed to the undiluted cuttings 

for 8 hours and to diluted material for the balance of the exposure duration. The 
dilution is calculated based on the ratio of the depth of the waste layer to the total well 

depth. No dilution in the USEI landfill is assumed. The Well Driller scenario includes 

contributions from Internal and External dose to the intruder. 

• Intruder Driller Occupancy Scenario - An inadvertent intruder occupies the site upon 
which a well had been drilled through waste materials. The Driller Occupancy Scenario 

uses the same concentrations in the exhumed well cuttings (Cw') as the Well Driller 
scenario. The Driller Occupancy scenario uses the Air Uptake and Direct Gamma 

Exposure pathways to estimate a total dose to the intruder. 

Details pertaining to the Intruder dose calculations and assumptions are provided in Section 

5.3. 
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As introduced earlier, dose equivalent estimates are calculated for each activity associated with 
handling, survey, and disposal of low-activity waste materials included in any ADR. This 

includes dose estimates to USEI workers during execution of the shipping campaign as well as 

long-term exposure potential to members of the public who may inhabit the USEI property 

post-closure. Details and baseline assumptions pertaining to each job function or scenario are 

provided in the following sections. 

5.1 USEI Worker Dose Estimates 

Dose equivalent is calculated for USEI workers for the following work activities: 

• Transportation Workers - USEI utilizes truck transport for all waste loads that are 
shipped to the USEI facility. Transport by truck can be split into three primary 

categories: (a) Front-end dray transport of either bulk waste (in dump trucks) or 

containerized wastes (in IMCs) from a remote project site to a nearby rail siding where 

the waste will be trans-loaded into/onto railcars; (b) Long-haul transport of bulk, 
containerized or water waste streams; and (c) Back-end dray transport of wastes that 

come into USEl's RTF either in gondola railcars, IMCs, rail tankers, or on articulated rail 

flatcars. 

All driver doses are calculated using Microshield with driver at a fixed distance from the 

waste with a known thickness of shielding placed in between that accounts for the 

container and truck cab wall(s). However, doses to the various drivers are contingent 

upon the type of load being transported. Bulk soil/debris loads are modeled with the 

driver at a distance of 0.6 meters ("'2 feet) from the edge of the contaminated load, with 
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a one-quarter inch thick aluminum shield in between (representing the wall of the dump 

trailer). By comparison, IMC shipments are made on either chassis trailers or flatbed 

trailers with the container placed in the middle for load stability. This places the front 

edge of the IMC at a distance of 4 meters away from the cab of a truck. Water 

shipments in tanker trucks are modeled with the driver at a distance of 3.3 meters with 
0.5 cm steel shielding in between. Calculation logic in the Workbook accounts for this 

difference through the questions provided on the 'Data Input Tab.' 

A standard ex situ soil density of 1.2 grams per cubic centimeter (g/cc) or approximately 

80 pounds per cubic foot (lb/ft3
) is used for all transport, receipt, and treatment 

Microshield models in this evaluation. A density of 1.5 g/cc (95 lb/ft3
) is used for the 

Landfill Cell where the waste is compacted. Microshield runs were also performed for 

simulated debris loads with a lower density, e.g., 0.44 g/cc (28 lb/ft3
), but the results 

were found to be nominally within ±10% of the soil results. Therefore, no additional 

Microshield external dose options are provided for potential debris loads. 

Potential doses to all drivers are calculated by estimating the amount of time each is 

carrying a contaminated load and multiplying that value the total external dose rate. No 

internal dose is calculated for truck drivers. Exposure times for the front-end dray, long

haul drivers, and tanker drivers are calculated by dividing the number of miles from a 
project site to the rail siding (or USEI) by an average speed of 55 miles per hour. The 

back-end dray trip from the RTF to the USEI site takes approximately 45 minutes. The 

number of long-haul drivers is variable depending on waste type and total project waste 

volume. It is estimated that a minimum of four front-end dray truck drivers will be 

utilized for an average project with a trans-load waste management design. Back-end 

dray transport is typically performed by a minimum of eight drivers at USEl's RTF but 

can be variable depending on work load. Total calculated doses for each task are shared 

between all workers assigned for each project. 

• Shipment Acceptance Surveys - All incoming radiological shipments into USEI are 
surveyed to ensure compliance with WAC requirements. Contact dose rate surveys are 

performed on the outside surface of all trucks, IMCs, and gondola railcars containing 
low-activity radioactive materials. Estimation of external doses from these activities is 

done by modeling the truck or container in Microshield as a homogeneous volume with 

a thin 'shield' layer simulating the wall material. Railcars are modeled as steel while 

intermodal containers are assumed to be aluminum. The surveyor is assumed to be one 

meter from the outside surface of the container. Incoming surveys of IMCs and dump

trucks are assumed to take five minutes each while gondola railcar surveys are assumed 

to take 10 minutes each. Four USEI workers are typically assigned to this task with total 

dose shared between all of them. No internal dose is calculated for shipment 
acceptance surveys since all wastes are still contained within the conveyance at this 

time. 

• Container Pad Operators - Incoming shipments of small containers (B-25 boxes, 
drums, etc.) are brought to a central outdoor receiving pad at USEI for processing. 
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Each container is initially offloaded, weighed, inspected against the shipping manifest, 
marked with unique USEI identification numbers, and surveyed for external dose rate. 
Each container is then opened, internally inspected for physical contents, and re
sealed. All containers are temporarily stored on the pad until they are approved for 
disposal. The containers are then loaded on a flatbed truck and driven to the landfill 
for offload. The combined exposure time per container is 30 minutes. Internal doses 
are calculated for the excavator operators using the guidance provided in Section 4.2.4 
since these operators open each container. 

• RTF Excavator Operators - Direct exposures are estimated for USEI workers assigned to 
excavate bulk shipments of low activity radioactive materials received in gondola 

railcars at USEl's RTF. These operators sit in an excavator approximately four meters 

above the open gondola railcar and scoop soil and debris into adjacent dump trucks. 

The Microshield model is similar to the one used for shipment surveys, although no 
credit for shielding is taken between the waste material and the excavator operator. 

The assumed exposure time per load is 45 minutes. Internal doses are calculated for the 
excavator operators using the guidance provided in Section 4.2.4. 

• Gondola Cleanout - After unloading, USEI personnel manually remove any residual 
material in each gondola railcar using shovels and brooms. For the purposes of dose 

modeling, it is assumed that the worker is located 30 cm from a one-half inch layer of 

waste. The cleanout operation normally takes 10 minutes to complete. Four USEI 

workers are typically assigned to this task with total dose shared between all of them. 

Internal doses are calculated for the gondola cleanout technicians using the guidance 

provided in Section 4.2.4. 

• Rail Transfer Equipment Operator - If wastes are shipped to USEI in intermodal 

containers on flatbed rail cars, an intermediate handling step is required to transfer 

these containers from rail to truck for transport to the landfill. For these evolutions, the 
Microshield model used for lntermodal container surveys is also used but with an 

exposure distance of 16 feet (4.9 meters) to account for the added distance between 

the forklift driver and the surface of the container. Container transfer operations 
normally take 15 minutes to complete. Two USEI workers are assigned to this task with 

total dose shared between them. However, more workers may be assigned to this task 

based on workload. No internal dose is calculated for shipment acceptance surveys 

since all wastes are still contained within the conveyance at this time. 

• Treatment Workers - If incoming waste materials require RCRA treatment, USEI workers 

in these areas of the plant also have the potential to be exposed to both internal and 

external dose hazards. If treatment is required, the waste is taken from Central 
receiving and will be placed into a steel-lined concrete tank where it will be mixed with 

reagents. Wastes are wetted as they are emptied into the treatment tanks to reduce 

dusting. The building is also equipped with a negative pressure air handling system so 

that air only moves into the building and is exhausted through HEPA filters. For the 

purpose of the dose assessment, dust loading in the treatment building is used in 
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calculating a bounding case potential dose for all personnel who could possibly receive 

an inhalation dose. Personnel who work in the treatment building are the MEls for 

inhalation dose compared to operations conducted in open air conditions. The 

treatment process requires approximately 45 minutes, during which time the excavator 
operator sits 2.8 meters (9.2 feet) above the waste wearing a respirator within an 

enclosed cab. Six operators share the treatment task. The Microshield model assumes 

an exposure distance of two meters and no credit for shielding between the waste and 

the workers. Internal doses are calculated for the treatment workers using the guidance 

provided in Section 4.2.4. 

• Treatment Plant Truck Drivers - All waste that requires treatment has an intermediate 
step from the USEI treatment plant to the landfill once stabilization or solidification 
operations have been completed. Treated wastes are hauled to the disposal cells in 
large dump trucks with a SO-ton capacity. The average time to complete this task is 10 
minutes with two workers sharing these responsibilities. 

• Container Pad Truck Drivers - All containerized waste originating from the Storage Pad 
is transported to the landfill on flatbed trucks. The flatbed trucks are assumed to 
carry (40) drums or (10) B-25 boxes per load to the landfill. The average time required 
to complete this task is 10 minutes with two workers sharing these responsibilities. 

• Landfill Cell Operators - Once waste is delivered to the disposal cell, a bulldozer 
operator wearing a respirator in an enclosed cab spreads and compacts the waste into 

'lifts' within the landfill to a specified 1.5 g/cc density. A minimal dose is calculated for 
the two bulldozer operators who share the task of spreading and compacting the waste 

material once it has been deposited within the disposal cell. The average time to spread 

and compact 50 tons of material (which is approximately equivalent to two IMCs) is 15 

minutes. This shorter exposure time results in a lesser potential dose from airborne 

radionuclides than what was calculated for the excavator operator. Internal doses are 
calculated for the landfill cell operators using the guidance provided in Section 4.2.4. 

5.2 Post-Closure Landfill Dose 

USEl's RCRA permit requires that it demonstrate that no person will receive a dose exceeding 

15 mrem for 1,000 years after closure of the facility. This permit requirement is more 
restrictive than the NRC's 25 mrem total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) limit in §20.1402 for 

release for unrestricted use. The RESRAD code, Ver. 6.5, was used to model the USEI Site B 

landfills for this purpose. 
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The USEI RESRAD model has all dose pathways turned on except for ingestion of aquatic foods, 

since there is no credible source of aquatic foods for consumption at the USEI site. A number of 
default parameters in the RESRAD model have been replaced with site-specific parameters 

consistent with USEl's 2005 RCRA permit modification and reports prepared by our consultant. 

This was previously submitted to the NRC as part of an RAI for the Westinghouse exemption 

request for the Hematite project, Docket #07000036). (WEC, 2010). A summary of the USEI 

RESRAD model input parameters is provided as Attachment C. 
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5.3 Dose to an Inadvertent Intruder 

5.3.1 Intruder Construction Scenario 

The construction scenario for an inadvertent intruder includes doses from inhalation of 
suspended particulate contamination as well as external exposure from underlying 

contamination ground. The formula used to calculate total dose to the inadvertent 

construction worker provided in NUREG-0782, shown in the equation below: 

n n 

where: 

PDCF2 Radionuclide Specific Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - Intruder Construction Scenario - Air. 
Source: NUREG-4370, Rev. 1. 

PDCFs Radionuclide Specific Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - Intruder Construction Scenario - Direct 
Gamma. Source: NUREG-4370, Rev. 1. 

Cw Radionuclide Concentration in Shipped Waste (in Ci/m3
), assuming zero dilution within the 

landfill. 

fo Activity fraction remaining after decay: 

f
0 

= e-h where t is the time period between the end of active disposal and the initiation of the 

scenario; the site closure plan for USEI ensures maintenance for 30 years after closure. 

fd Dilution factor due to particular disposal practices 
0.5 for random, 0. 75 for stacked, or 0.5 for decontainerized. Fci set to 0.5 to simulate dilution of 
the radiological inventory at USEI with other non-radiological wastes that are normally accepted. 

fw 
Waste form and Package Factor - No credit is taken for waste form or solidification 
Site Selection Factor (for air uptake pathway): 

fs = ~ a x Exp osureFactor 

~a = 2.53 X 10-10 
X (10 / v) X (s / 30) X (50 / PE )2 = 2.81 X 10-10 

where: 
v = 4.47 m/s (average annual wind speed at Boise, ID Airport) 
s = 50% (default silt content of soil) 
PE= 91 (default precipitation-evaporation index) 

5.3.2 Intruder Well Driller Scenario 

An intruder accesses the site and develops a well. The intruder is exposed to contaminated drill 
cuttings spread over the ground surface and contaminated airborne dust. The Well Driller is 

exposed from inhalation of suspended particulate contamination as well as external exposure 
from underlying contamination ground. The driller is assumed to work on site for a period of 40 

hrs and it is assumed that the contaminated layer is drilled through in 8 hrs. As such the driller 

is assumed to be exposed to the undiluted cuttings for 8 hours and to diluted material for the 

balance of the exposure duration. The dilution is calculated based on the ratio of the depth of 
the waste layer to the total well depth. 

The formulae used to calculate total dose to the well driller are shown in the equations below: 

Internal Dose: 
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where: 

fd Dilution Factor due to particular disposal practices. 

Cw Concentration on Nth nuclide in waste (pCi/g) 

X Concentration in air during drilling (g/m 3
) 

BR Breathing Rate (m3 /hr) 

DCFn Dose Conversion Factor for nth nuclide (mrem/pCi) [from FGR-11] 

T1 Time to drill through waste layer 

Cw' Concentration on Nth nuclide in diluted drill cuttings (pCi/g) 

T2 Total drilling time 

External Dose: 

where: 

fd Dilution factor due to particular disposal practices 

PDCF-5 Dose Conv' ersion Factor (mrem/yr per Ci/m3
) [NUREG-4370] 

Cw Concentration on Nth nuclide in waste (Ci/m3
) 

fi Time to drill through waste layer (fraction of year) 

Cw' Concentration on Nth nuclide in diluted drill cuttings (Ci/m3
) 

f2 Total drilling time (fraction of year) 

5.3.3 Intruder Driller Occupancy Scenario 

Technical Basis Document 
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An inadvertent intruder occupies the site upon which a well had been drilled through waste 

materials. The occupancy scenario includes doses from inhalation of suspended particulate 

contamination as well as external exposure from underlying contamination ground. The 

formula used to calculate total dose to the driller occupancy scenario provided in NUREG-4370, 

shown in the equation below: 

H = l}fofdfwfs)air *Cw'* PDCFz + l}fofdfwfs)Dc *Cw'* PDCF5 
n n 
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PDCF2 

PDCFs 

Cw' 

fo 

fd 

fw 

fs 
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Radionuclide Specific Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - Intruder Construction Scenario -
Air. 
Source: NUREG/CR-4370, Vol. 1 (most conservative transport class used) 

Radionuclide Specific Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - Intruder Construction Scenario -
Direct Gamma 
Source: NUREG/CR-4370, Vol. 1 (most conservative transport class used) 

Radionuclide Concentration in Well Cuttings. Baseline case with average annualized 
concentrations used. Same dilution factor used as in Well Drilling scenarios (DF = 3.3e-03) 

Activity fraction remaining after decay: 

f O = e-u 

where tis the time period between the end of active disposal and the initiation of the 
scenario; the site closure plan for USEI ensures maintenance for 30 years after closure. 

Dilution factor due to particular disposal practices. Value set to 1 (no dilution assumed) 

Waste form and Package Factor - No credit is taken for waste form or solidification 

Site Selection Factor (for air uptake pathway) 

fs = Tsa * Exposure Factor 

Tsa = 4.4E-11 (based on weighted average of the following (from NUREG-0782): 

Gardening: 100 hrs@ 0.454 mg/m3 (based on Tsa in Intruder Construction Scenario) 

Outdoors: 1700 hrs@ 0.100 mg/m3 

Indoors: 4380 hrs @ 0.05 mg/m3 

( (1 800+4380) ) Exposure Factor= = 0.71 
8760 

-11 -11 
f = 4.4x10 * 0.71 = 3.lxlO s 

Site Selection Factor (for direct gamma pathway) 

fs = Exposure Factor (based on a product of site occupancy and external gamma shielding 
factor) 
Outdoors= 1800 hours 

Indoors= 4380 hours 

External Gamma Shielding Factor= 0.7 (based on USEI RESRAD input file) 

E F t ( (1 800+4380) ) ( (1 800*1) + (4 380*.o. 7) ) O SG xposure ac or = * = . 
8760 (18 00+4380) ~~ 
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These shipments include those made in end dump trucks, in standard 20 yd 3 IMCs shipped on 

either flatbed trucks, roll-off chasses, or on pin-lock chassis trailers, small container shipments 

such as B-25 boxes or drums on flatbed trucks or in box vans, or water shipments in 5,000 
gallon tanker trucks. These shipments are received directly at the Grand View site and do not 

require an intermediate trans-load at the RTF. Dose pathways considered for truck shipments 

include: 

• Long-haul Truck Drivers (external only) 

• Tanker Truck Drivers (for water shipments only, external only) 

• Truck or IMC Surveyors (external only) 

• Container Pad Operators (drum and B-25 only, internal and external) 

• Treatment Workers, if necessary (internal and external), and 

• Treatment Plant Truck Driver, if necessary (external only) 

• Container Pad Truck Driver, if necessary (external only) 

• Landfill Cell Operators (internal and external). 

5.4.2 Bulk Gondola Rail Shipments 

These are bulk shipments received in gondola railcars at USEl's RTF facility. The contents of 

each railcar are excavated and trans-loaded into waiting back-end dray trucks for the trip to the 
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Grand View site for disposal. The back-end dray trucks are permitted to haul up to 34 tons per 

trip using a truck and pup configuration. For bulk water shipments, the contents of a rail tanker 

are transferred to tanker trucks for transport to USEI. Dose pathways considered for gondola 

rail shipments include: 

• Gondola Railcar Surveyors (external only) 

• Truck or IMC Surveyors (external only) 

• RTF Excavator Operator (internal and external) 

• Gondola Railcar Cleanout (internal and external) 

• Back-end Dray Truck Drivers (external only) 

• Tanker Truck Drivers (for water shipments only, external only) 

• Treatment Workers, if necessary (internal and external), and 

• Landfill Cell Operators (internal and external). 

5.4.3 Combination Truck/Rail Shipments 

These are combination shipments requiring both front-end and back-end dray truck shipment 

with gondola railcar transport in between. Front-end dray trucks are assumed to be able to 

haul 20 tons per load. After trans-load, the remainder of the shipment is identical to a standard 

gondola rail shipment. Dose pathways considered for combination truck/rail shipments 

include: 

• Front-end Dray Truck Drivers (external only) 

• Gondola Railcar Surveyors (external only) 

• Truck or IMC Surveyors (external only) 

• RTF Excavator Operator (internal and external) 

• Gondola Railcar Cleanout (internal and external) 

• Back-end Dray Truck Drivers (external only) 

• Tanker Truck Drivers (for water shipments only, external only) 

• Treatment workers, if necessary (internal and external), and 

• Landfill Cell Operators (internal and external). 

5.4.4 lntermodal Shipments by Rail 

These shipments are similar to direct shipments by truck, except for an intermediate handling 
step of transferring the IMCs from flatbed railcars to flatbed trucks or pin-lock chassis trailers is 

required. Dose pathways considered for IMC shipments via rail include: 

• Truck or IMC surveyors (external only) 

• Rail transfer equipment operator 

• Back-end dray truck drivers (external only) 

• Treatment cell operators, if necessary (internal and external), and 

• Landfill cell operators (internal and external). 
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ADRs submitted using this SSDA may include SNM nuclides that require exemption from 

licensing requirements in 10 CFR Part 70. USEI has received Part 70 exemptions from the NRC 

to accept SNM from licensee sites through completion of a project-specific nuclear criticality 

safety assessment (NCSA). Specifically, the NCSA performed for the USEI site as part of the 

ADR application for the Westinghouse Hematite project verified that a criticality event is not 

credible from soils containing dispersed SNM in concentrations up to one (1) g U-235 dispersed 

over 10 liters (L) of matrix, or 0.1 g/L U-235. (NSA, 2011) USEI recognizes that the Grand View 
facility may only receive SNM in soil or debris wastes that are diffuse in nature, and not discrete 

items of "recoverable" SNM. 

USEl's RCRA permit allows receipt of up 3,000 pCi/g of SNM as the sum of all radioisotopes in a 

mixture. For example, an SNM shipment with an uranium enrichment of 10% would have a 

maximum U-235 concentration of 143 pCi/g to stay within the 3,000 pCi/g total mixture limit. 

For the same mixture, U-234 would have a concentration of 2,657 pCi/g while U-238 would be 

expected to have a concentration of approximately 200 pCi/g. A waste stream of this type 

would have an SNM mass density of 0.066 g/L, which is within the 0.1 g/L value evaluated by 

NSA for Hematite. 
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Environmental conditions at USEl's site are well-documented in previous submittals to the US 

NRC, most recently as part of the Westinghouse Alternate Disposal Requests for the Hematite 
Decommissioning Project (Docket# 07000036). 

In compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 20.2002, three key documents are attached 

herein: 

Exhibit 1: US NRC Safety Evaluation Reports for WEC Hematite Project (ML1114410870, 

ML13039A208) 

Exhibit 2: Hazardous Waste Facility Siting License Application for Cell 16 (American 

Geotechnics, June 30, 2006); This document describes US Ecology Idaho's 
environmental setting and was accepted by the Idaho Department of Environmental 

Quality as part of the 2005 siting process, which resulted in IDEQ approval (December 6, 
2006) of USEl's request to expand its landfill operations. 

Exhibit 3: Summary of Hydrogeologic Conditions and Groundwater Flow Model for US 

Ecology Idaho Facility, Grand View, Idaho (Eagle Resources, 2010). This document 
provides a detailed description of site geology and hydrogeology. 
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Microshield External Dose Model Descriptions and Templates 

Job Function Microshield Model Description 

Bulk Truck Driver Simulated driver inside cab of dump truck. Dose point 2 ft (0.6 m) from 
surface of truck bed (15'x8'x5'). 0.635 cm (0.25 in) aluminum shield. 

IMC Truck Driver Simulated driver inside cab of flatbed truck or chassis trailer. IMC 
centered on trailer with dose point 4.0 m from front surface of container 
(15'x8'x5'). 0.635 cm (0.25 in) aluminum shield. 

Tanker Truck Driver Simulated driver inside cab of tanker truck. Dose point 3.3 m from 
front surface of tanker trailer (42' I x 1 O' D). 0.508 cm (0.2 in) steel 
shield. Source density = 1.0 glee (assumed to be water). 

Gondola Railcar Surveyor 1 meter from side of gondola railcar. 52.5' x 9.5' x 5.5' . 0.635 cm (.25 in) 
iron shield. 

Truck Surveyor 1 meter from side of intermodal container or truck bed (15.2'x7.2'x4.2'), 
Dose point at centerline 1 m away, 0.635 cm (.25 in) aluminum shield. 

Container Pad Operator 1 meter from pad of drums and/or boxes (8'x20'x3'). Dose point at 
centerline 1 m away, 0.165 cm (.063 in) steel shield. 

RTF Excavator Operator Excavator operator directly above open gondola railcar. 52.5' X 9.5' X 

5.5'. Dose point at 4 meters. No shielding. 

Gondola Cleanout Person standing inside a gondola railcar with one-half inch thick 
contaminated soil on the bottom. 52.5' x 9.5' x 0.5". Dose point at 30 cm 
above floor. No shielding. 

Rail Transfer Equipment Same model as the Truck/IMC surveyor except dose point at 2 meters 
Operator from source. 

Treatment Worker Dose point 2.8 meters (9.2 ft) above corner of rectangular stabilization pit 
(12.5'x12.5'x12.5'). No shielding. 

Treatment Plant Truck Same as 'Bulk Truck Driver' 
Driver 

Container Pad Truck Simulated driver of a flatbed truck carrying either drums or small 
Driver boxes. Driver is 2m (-6ft) from front surface of waste. Waste 

volume modeled as 8' wide x 20' deep x 36" tall. This is equivalent 
to -40 drums or 10 B-25 boxes. 0.48 cm (0.187 in) steel shield. 

Landfill Cell Operator Bulldozer operator located 2 meters above slab source (3'x6x12.5') with 
1.27 cm (0.5" in) iron shielding. Source density 1.5 glee (equal to 
compacted landfill density). 
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